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Abstract
A so"c shift is a symbolic dynamical system which consists of all sequences of labels occurring
in bi-in"nite paths in a "nite labelled directed graph. The graph de"nes a presentation of the
so"c shift. Determining presentations of a so"c shift S are a generalization of resolving (or
deterministic) presentations. The collection of minimal determining presentations is a conjugacy
invariant of S. We give a procedure for constructing all minimal determining presentations of an
irreducible so"c shift, which is a generalization of the construction of the Fischer covers of S.
c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
0. Introduction
A shift of &nite type, G, is a symbolic dynamical system which is de"ned by a
directed graph G. Points in G are bi-in"nite paths in G. If  is a map from the edges
of G into a "nite alphabet A, which de"nes a labelling of the edges, then the set S
of all bi-in"nite strings of labels, which occur for points in G, is called a so&c shift.
The labelled graph (G;) is called a presentation of S. The pair (G;) also de"nes
a "nite state automaton, in which every state is both initial and terminal. The regular
language recognized by (G;) consists of the "nite strings of labels which occur in
points of S.
Presentations of so"c shifts have been studied from the point of view of symbolic
dynamics and automata theory (see for example [1, 4–6, 11]). A presentation  is left-
resolving (or co-deterministic) if for every state i in G, all incoming edges to i have
distinct labels, and right-resolving (or deterministic) if all outgoing edges from i have
distinct labels. In [10], we de"ned a generalization of resolving presentations, called
determining presentations (see De"nition 2.1). The collection of minimal determining
presentations, which includes the Fischer presentations, forms a conjugacy invariant
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of S. (A presentation is minimal if it does not properly factor through another presen-
tation.) In this paper, we give a procedure for constructing all minimal, irreducible,
determining presentations of S.
In Section 3, we de"ne a follower graph for a so"c shift S (De"nition 3.1). This is a
labelled directed graph whose vertices are collections of follower sets of synchronizing
words in S. The labelling de"nes a left-determining presentation of S which is prede-
cessor separated (Theorem 3.6). This generalizes the construction of the right Fischer
presentation, in which each state corresponds to a single follower set of a synchroniz-
ing word. We then show that every irreducible left-determining presentation which is
predecessor separated is isomorphic to a follower graph (Theorem 3.7). Every minimal
left-determining presentation is conjugate over S to such a presentation. We then give
a characterization of follower graphs (Theorem 3.8), which yields a procedure for con-
stucting all such graphs (see the remarks following Theorem 3.8). In Section 4, we
give an example in which we construct all the minimal left-determining presentations
of a so"c shift.
1. Background
We summarize some background material. See [9, 2] or [7] for further reference. Let
A be a "nite set, whose elements are called symbols, with the discrete topology. The
set AZ, consisting of all bi-in"nite sequences of symbols with the product topology,
is called the full shift on A. The shift map  :AZ→AZ, de"ned by ((x))i = xi+1,
is a homeomorphism. A shift space S is a closed, shift invariant subset of AZ, for
some set of symbols AS . The language of S, denoted B(S), is the set of "nite blocks
of symbols which occur in some point of S. We say that S is irreducible if for every
pair of words u; v∈B(S), there is a word w∈B(S) such that uwv∈B(S).
Let G be a "nite directed graph. (For the remainder of this paper, we shall use the
term graph to mean a directed graph.) The set of edges in G is denoted EG, and the
set of vertices, or states, is denoted VG. Then G de"nes a shift space, G, called a
shift of &nite type, consisting of all points x∈EZG such that the terminal state of xi is
the initial state of xi+1, for all i∈Z. Clearly, G is irreducible if and only if the graph
G is irreducible; i.e. for every pair of states i; j∈VG, there is a directed path from i
to j. A state i∈VG is stranded if either it has no incoming edge or no outgoing edge.
Stranded states cannot appear in points in G. We say that G is an essential graph if
it has no stranded states. For any graph G, there is a unique essential subgraph M in
G such that G =M [9, Proposition 2:2:10].
A code  : S→T between shift spaces is a continuous map which commutes with
the shift. If there is a map D :AS →AT , such that ((x))i = D(xi), we say that  is a
1-block code. If G is an essential graph, then a 1-block code  :G→H between
shifts of "nite type is given by a graph homomorphism EG→EH [9, De"niton 2:2:2].
We let @ denote the corresponding map on vertices, VG→VH . A code which is
bijective is a conjugacy.
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A shift space S is a so&c shift if there is a surjective code  :G→ S, where G is
a shift of "nite type. The map  is a cover of S. If  is a 1-block code, which de"nes
a labelling of the edges of G, we will call the pair (G;) a presentation of S. This
corresponds to an automaton in which every state is initial and terminal, and B(S)
is a regular language. We write i a→ j if there is an edge in G from i to j labelled
a. Points in S are the sequences of labels occurring for bi-in"nite paths in G. If G
is irreducible, we say that (G;) is an irreducible presentation of S, in which case S
must also be irreducible. A presentation is &nite-to-one if every point in the range has
a uniformly bounded number of preimages. An irreducible "nite-to-one presentation is
an unambiguous automaton (i.e.  has no diamonds) [9, Theorem 8:1:16].
A 1-block code  :G→ S, where G is a shift of "nite type, is left-resolving (or
co-deterministic) if for each i∈VG, all incoming edges to i are labelled distinctly, and
right-resolving (or deterministic) if all outgoing edges from i are labelled distinctly.
A cover  :G→ S factors through a cover  :H → S if there exists a surjective
code  :G→H , such that =. A cover is minimal if whenever it factors through
a cover , then  must be a conjugacy. Two covers 1 :G1 → S and 2 :G2 → S are
conjugate over S if there is a conjugacy  :G1 →G2 such that 2=1.
If (G;) is a labelled graph, then for each i∈VG, the predecessor set of i is
P(i)= {(p): p is a path in G ending at i}. The follower set of i is F(i)= {(p) :
p is a path in G beginning at i}. A presentation  is predecessor separated if
P(i)=P(j) implies that i= j.
A word w∈B(S) is synchronizing if uw∈B(S) and wv∈B(S) imply that uwv∈B
(S). Such a word is sometimes called a constant in automata theory. For w∈B(S),
the follower set of w is the set F(w)= {v∈B(S): wv∈B(S)}. If w is a synchronizing
word and uw∈B(S), then it is easy to see that uw is synchronizing and F(uw)=F(w).
Every irreducible so"c shift has a unique minimal right-resolving presentation
(R; +), which is irreducible, called the right Fischer presentation [4] or [1]. The
states of R are the distinct follower sets F(w) such that w is a synchronizing word.
For each symbol a such that wa∈B(S), there is an edge from F(w) a→F(wa). It fol-
lows from [1, Proposition 5] that the right Fischer presentation is minimal. There is
also a minimal left-resolving presentation (L; −) called the left Fischer presentation.
The states of L are predecessor sets of the form P(v)= {w∈B(S): wv∈B(S)}, such
that v is synchronizing, with edges de"ned by P(av) a→P(v).
The following lemma shows that the synchronizing words for S are precisely
the synchronizing words for the right Fischer presentation, in the sense of
[9, De"nition 3:3:12].
Lemma 1.1. Let S be an irreducible so&c shift; with right Fischer presentation (R; +);
and let w∈B(S). Then w is a synchronizing word for S if and only if every path in
R labelled w ends at F(w).
Proof. Suppose that w is a synchronizing word for S. By de"nition of R, a path in R
labelled w must go from F(u) to F(uw), where u is a synchronizing word such that
uw∈B(S). Since u is synchronizing, we have F(uw)=F(w).
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Fig. 1.
Conversely, suppose that every path in R labelled w ends at F(w). If uw and wv
are in B(S), then there are paths qp and p′r in R, labelled uw and wv, respectively.
Since p and p′ both end at F(w), it follows that qpr is a path in R, labelled uwv, and
so uwv∈B(S).
Example 1.2. The graph in Fig. 1 is the right Fischer presentation, (R; +), of a so"c
shift. One can check that every symbol except for e is synchronizing, and that F(a)=
F(b)=F(p)=F(q)=F(r), while the follower sets of the other synchronizing symbols
u; w; v; c; d are all distinct. Furthermore, in this example every follower set of a syn-
chronizing word is equal to the follower set of one of the symbols a; u; w; v; c; d. (For
so"c shifts in general, it is not the case that every follower set is the follower set of
a single symbol.)
The remainder of the material in this section will only be used in the proof of
(2)⇒ (3) in Proposition 2.4. This part of Proposition 2.4 is not required for the results
in Section 3, and can be skipped by the reader who is mainly interested in the results
in that section. First, we need to make a de"nition.
Suppose that (G;) is a "nite-to-one presentation of a so"c shift S. For any word
u= u1 : : : un ∈B(S), and integer i, 16i6n, let c(w; i) denote the cardinality of the set
of edges a∈EG such that there exists a path p=p1 : : : pn in G labelled u, and such
that pi = a. Let c(u) be the minimum of c(u; i) for 16i6n. Now, the minimum of
c(u) over all words u∈B(S) must be attained for some word m=m1 : : : mn, and any
such m is called a magic word for . An index i for which the minimum of c(w; i)
occurs is called a magic coordinate. It can be shown that any magic word for  is a
synchronizing word for S, but the converse is false.
A basic extension property of magic words is the following. Assume that i is a
magic coordinate for m. Given any path p=p1 : : : pn in G labelled m, and any word
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vm∈B(S), there is a path s Dp, where s is labelled v and Dp is labelled m, such that
Dpj =pj for i6j6n. This follows because we must see the same set of symbols at
coordinate i in a preimage of vm as we see in a preimage of m, by the minimality of
c(m; i).
Lemma 1.3. Let (G;) be an irreducible; &nite-to-one presentation of a so&c shift S;
and let m be a magic word for . Suppose that a is a symbol such that ma∈B(S);
and that p and p′ are paths in G labelled m; ending at states i and i′; respectively.
If there are edges e; i a→ j; and e′; i′ a→ j, both labelled a; then i= i′ and e= e′.
Sketch of Proof. A proof of this is given in [8, Lemma 2:4], assuming that m is a
magic word of length one. The basic idea is as follows. Arguing by contradiction,
suppose that i = i′. Since G is irreducible, we can extend p on the left to a path rp
which is labelled vm, such that the initial state of r is j. Then perp and p′e′rp are
paths in G labelled mavm. By the extension property of magic words mentioned above,
applied to p′, there is a path q Des Dp in G, labelled mavm, where the "nal state of Dp
is i′. Now, since  is "nite-to-one, it cannot have any diamonds (i.e. two distinct paths
with the same label, having the same initial state, and the same terminal state – see [9,
De"nition 8:1:13, Theorem 8:1:16]). It follows that the initial state of s cannot equal j.
Now we repeat this procedure. Since m is synchronizing, the word (vma)n (that is,
vma concatenated n times) is in B(S). Using the extension property and induction,
one can show that there a collection of n+1 paths in G labelled a(vm)n, all of which
have terminal state j, but which have pairwise distinct initial states. For n + 1 larger
than the number of states in G, this forces a contradiction.
2. Determining codes
In this section we de"ne determining codes and establish some equivalent conditions
for an irreducible "nite-to-one presentation to be left-determining (Proposition 2.4).
De#nition 2.1. Let S be an irreducible so"c shift, with right Fischer presentation
(R; +). A 1-block code G→ S is left-determining if there is a shift of "nite type  DD,
a surjective 1-block code  1 : DD→G and a left-resolving code  2 : DD→R such that
 1 = + 2. If  is surjective, we say that (G;) is a left-determining presentation
of S.
Remark. Since + and  2 are resolving, they are "nite-to-one [9, Proposition 8:1:11],
and therefore  and  1 are "nite-to-one, since  1 is surjective. Since  1 is "nite-to-one
and surjective, it follows by [9, Theorem 8:1:19] that h(G)= h( DD), where h denotes
topological entropy [9, De"nition 4:1:1].
Every left-resolving map is left-determining, by taking  DD to be the "ber product
of  and + (see [9, De"nition 8:3:2, Proposition 8:3:3]). For other examples, see
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Example 3.2 and Section 4. For irreducible, "nite-to-one presentations, a property
equivalent to left-determining, and perhaps more natural, is given by Proposition 2.4(3).
There is a similar de"nition for right-determining codes, involving the left Fischer
presentation, in which  2 is right-resolving. In this paper we will only discuss left-
determining codes, but all the results can be modi"ed in an obvious way to cover
right-determining codes.
In De"nition 3.1, if  1 is only assumed to be a surjective code (not necessarily
1-block) and  is only assumed to be left-closing [9, De"nition 8:1:8], then we say
that  is left-lifting. In [10, Corollary 2:14] it was shown that every left- lifting cover
is conjugate over S to a left-determining presentation.
A 1-block code  :D→R between shifts of "nite type is left-covering if for each
edge f in R ending at i, and k ∈ (@ )−1(i), there is a unique edge e∈  −1(f) ending
at k [9, De"nition 8:2:1]. This property is stronger than left-resolving.
Lemma 2.2. Let (G;) be an irreducible; left-determining presentation of a so&c
shift S. Then there is an irreducible shift of &nite type D; a surjective 1-block code
 1 :D→G and a surjective; left-covering code  2 :D→R such that  1 = + 2.
Proof. Let  DD,  1 and  2 be as in De"nition 2.1. Let D be an irreducible component
of  DD of maximal entropy [9, p.119], so that h(D)= h( DD). By the remark following
De"nition 2.1, h( DD)= h(G). Since the restriction of  1 to D is "nite-to-one and
h(D)= h(G), it follows by [9, Corollary 8:1:20] that  1 maps D onto G.
Clearly, the restriction of  2 to D is left resolving. Since  is surjective, the
restriction of  1 to D is "nite-to-one and surjective, and therefore h(D)= h(S),
by [9, Theorem 8:1:19]. Similarly, h(R)= h(S), and therefore h(D)= h(R). Since
D and R are irreducible, it follows by [9, Proposition 8:2:2] that  2 :D→R is
surjective and left-covering.
Notation. Let (G;) be a presentation of a so"c shift S. We de"ne the set I(i) to
be the collection of follower sets F(w) such that there exists a synchronizing word
v∈P(i), with F(w)=F(v).
Lemma 2.3. Let (G;) be a presentation of a so&c shift S; and i∈VG. If F(w)∈I(i)
and there is an edge i a→ j in G; then wa∈B(S) and F(wa)∈I(j).
Proof. If F(w)∈I(i), then there is a synchronizing word v such that F(w)=F(v)
and v∈P(i). Since there is an edge i a→ j in G, it follows that va∈P(j) and
va∈B(S). Since F(w)=F(v), we have wa∈B(S) and F(wa)=F(va). It follows that
F(wa)∈I(j).
The following proposition gives some equivalent conditions for an irreducible, "nite-
to-one presentation to be left-determining.
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Proposition 2.4. Suppose that (G;) is a presentation of an irreducible so&c shift S;
and that for each i∈VG; there is a synchronizing word in P(i). Among the following
conditions; (3) implies (1). If G is irreducible and  is &nite-to-one; then all three
conditions are equivalent.
(1)  is left-determining.
(2) For each i∈VG; and synchronizing words u and w for S; such that F(u)=F(w);
it holds that u∈P(i) if and only if w∈P(i).
(3) If w is a synchronizing word and F(wa)∈I(j); then there exists a unique edge
i a→ j in G such that F(w)∈I(i).
Remark. If G is irreducible, then for any state i, there exists a synchronizing word in
P(i).
Proof. We "rst show that if G is irreducible, then (1)⇒ (2). By Lemma 2.2, there is
an irreducible shift of "nite type D, a surjective, 1-block code  1 :D→G and a
surjective, left covering code  2 :D→R such that  1 = + 2. Let i∈VG, and let
u and w be synchronizing words such that F(u)=F(w). Suppose that u∈P(i). Then
there exists a path qu in G, labelled u, ending at i. Choose pu ∈ ( 1)−1(qu) and suppose
that pu ends at k ∈VD. Then  2(pu)= bu is a path in R which is labelled u by +,
since  1 = + 2. By Lemma 1.1, bu must terminate at F(u), and so @ 2(k)=F(u).
There is a path bw in R labelled w, which must end at F(w)=F(u), by Lemma 1.1.
Since  2 is left-covering, it follows by induction that there is a path pw ∈ ( 2)−1(bw),
ending at k. Then  1(pw) is a path in G which ends at @ 1(i)= k and is labelled w
by , since  2+ = 1. So w∈P(i), and the converse is proved similarly.
We next show that if G is irreducible and  is "nite-to-one, then (2)⇒ (3). Observe
that by (2), F(w)∈I(i) if and only if w∈P(i). So assuming that (2) holds, condition
(3) is equivalent to the statement that if w is a synchronizing word and wa∈P(j),
then there exists a unique edge i a→ j in G such that w∈P(i). To prove this, suppose
wa∈P(j). Then there is a path qe in G labelled wa, ending at j, where q is labelled
w and e is an edge i a→ j. Then w∈P(i). To prove uniqueness, suppose also that
w∈P(i′), and that there is an edge e′ : i′ a→ j. Since G is irreducible, we can extend q
on the left to a path p whose label m is a magic word for . Since w is synchronizing,
it follows that F(m)=F(w). By property (2), this implies that m∈P(j), so there is a
path p′ labelled m ending at j. Since (G;) is an irreducible, "nite-to-one presentation,
it then follows from Lemma 2.3 that e= e′.
We next show that (3)⇒ (1). Let D be the component of the "ber product of 
and + [9, De"nition 8.3.2], de"ned as follows. The states of D are pairs of the form
(i;F(w)), such that w is a synchronizing word for  and F(w)∈I(i). If i a→ j is an
edge in G, then by Lemma 2.3, wa∈B(S) and F(wa)∈I(j), so that (j;F(wa)) is
a state in D. So we can de"ne an edge (i;F(w)) a→ (j;F(wa)) in D, and all edges in
D arise this way. An edge in D can be thought of as a pair (e; f)∈EG × EH with
the same label. Let  1 :D→G be the map (e; f) → e, and  2 :D→R the map
(e; f)→f. We "rst show that  1 is surjective. Suppose that e : i a→ j is an edge in
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G. By assumption, there exists a synchronizing word w∈P(i), so F(w)∈I(i), and
(i;F(w))∈VD. It follows by Lemma 2.3 that F(wa)∈I(j), and so (j;F(wa))∈VD.
Since f :F(w) a→F(wa) is an edge in R, it follows that (e; f) is an edge in D and
 1(e; f)= e. Using Lemma 2.3 and induction, we can show that if p is any path in
G, then there is a path Dp in D such that  1( Dp)=p. By compactness of D, it follows
that  1 is surjective.
Next, we show that  2 is left-resolving. We must show that if (e; f) and (e′; f)
are two edges in D with the same terminal state, which are identi"ed by  2 (i.e.
have the same second component), then e= e′. Suppose f is the edge F(w) a→F(wa).
Then (e; f) corresponds to an edge (i;F(w)) a→ (j;F(wa)), and (e′; f) to an edge
(i′;F(w)) a→ (j′;F(wa)). Since these edges have the same terminal state, we have j= j′.
By de"nition of D, F(wa)∈I(j), F(w)∈I(i) and F(w)∈I(i′). It then follows by
the uniqueness in (3) that e= e′.
Corollary 2.5. Let (G;) be an irreducible; left-determining cover of a so&c shift S.
Then
(1) If w is a synchronizing word and wa∈P(j); then there exists a unique edge
i a→ j in G such that w∈P(i).
(2) I(i)=I(j) if and only if P(i)=P(j).
Proof. Statement (1) follows by combining Proposition 2.4(2) and (3).
To prove (2), suppose that I(i)=I(j). Let u∈P(i). Then there is a path p in G
labelled u, ending at i. Since G is irreducible, we can extend p on the left to a path
labelled wu, ending at i, where w is a synchronizing word. Then wu∈P(i), and so
F(wu)∈I(i)=I(j). It follows by Proposition 2.4(2) that wu∈P(j), and therefore
u∈P(j). This proves that P(i)⊆P(j), and the reverse inclusion is proved similarly.
The converse follows immediately from the de"nition of I(i).
Condition (1) in Corollary 2.5 does not imply that (G;) is left-determining. For
consider a graph on three states i1; i2 and j, with edges i1
a→ j; i2 a→ j; j u→ i1 and
j v→ i2. This satis"es condition (1), but not Proposition 2.4(2), since F(u)=F(v), but
v is not in P(i1).
We conclude this section by showing that there is a "nite procedure for deciding
whether a given presentation (G;) of a so"c shift S is left-determining. To see this,
we recall the "ber product F of two presentations (G;) and (H; ) of S. The states of
the "ber product consist of all pairs (i; j)∈VG ×VH such that @(i)= @(j). There is
an edge in F from (i1; j1)
a→ (i2; j2) if and only if i1 a→ i2 and j1 a→ j2 are edges in G and
H , respectively. Regarding an edge in F as a pair (e; f)∈EG × EH , let (1 :F →G
be the map (e; f) → e and (2 :F →H the map (e; f) → f. We claim that (G;)
is left-determining if and only if there is a subgraph DF of the "ber product of (G;)
and the right Fischer cover (R; +) such that (1 restricted to  DF is surjective and (2
restricted to  DF is left-resolving. This reduces the problem to checking the subgraphs
of the "ber product for the desired properties. To prove the claim, suppose that (D;)
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is left-determining, and that DD,  1 and  2 are as in De"nition 2.1. Then it is easy to
check that the map ) : DD→F , which takes a pair of edges (e; f)→ ( 1(e);  2(f)),
is a graph homomorphism from DD into F . Let DF denote the image of ), which is
a subgraph of F . Since (1)=  1 and (2)=  2, it follows that (1 restricted to  DF is
surjective and (2 restricted to  DF is left resolving. Conversely, if there is a a subgraph
with these properties, then (G;) is left-determining.
There are known procedures for constructing the right Fischer cover
[9, Theorems 3:3:2 and 3:1:14], and it is therefore straightforward to construct the "ber
product of (G;) and (R; +). There is a "nite procedure to check whether the restric-
tions of  1 and  2 to each subgraph DF have the desired properties. Checking whether
 2| DF is left-resolving is easy, and checking whether  1| DF is surjective can be done by
[9, Theorem 3:4:13].
3. Follower graphs
In this section, we de"ne a class of labelled directed graphs for an irreducible so"c
shift S, called follower graphs, whose states are collections of follower sets of S,
and which satisfy certain rules for assignment of edges. These graphs generalize the
construction of the right Fischer presentation, and both the right and left Fischer pre-
sentations are isomorphic to a follower graph. We show that any follower graph de"nes
a left-determining presentation of S which is predecessor separated (Theorem 3.6). Fur-
thermore, any irreducible left-determining presentation which is predecessor separated
is isomorphic to a follower graph (Theorem 3.7). In Theorem 3.8, we characterize
follower graphs, and give a procedure for constructing all such graphs, for a given
so"c shift.
Let S be an irreducible so"c shift. For a synchronizing word v, let I(v) denote the
collection of follower sets F(w) such that w is a synchronizing word and wv∈B(S).
Let * denote the collection of all non-empty subsets of the sets of the form I(v).
That is, *= {D = ∅: D⊆I(v) for some synchronizing word v}.
De#nition 3.1. A non-empty labelled graph (G;), whose edges are labelled by sym-
bols in AS and whose states are a subset VG ⊆*, is a follower graph for S on VG,
(or simply a follower graph), if the following conditions hold, for all synchronizing
words w and a∈AS :
1. If there is an edge Di
a→Dj in G, then for each F(w)∈Di, we have wa∈B(S) and
F(wa)∈Dj.
2. If Dj ∈VG and F(wa)∈Dj, then there exists a unique edge Di a→Dj in G such that
F(w)∈Di.
We do not assume that (G;) is a presentation of S; this will follow from
Theorem 3.6 below. Note that condition (2) implies that G cannot have two distinct
edges Di
a→Dj. By condition (2), every state in VG must have at least one incoming
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edge. However, there may be states with no outgoing edges, i.e. stranded edges. It
follows from Proposition 3.9(1) that the unique essential subgraph M of G such that
G =M [9, Proposition 2:2:10] is a follower graph.
Example 3.2. The labelled graph (G;) in Fig. 2 is a follower graph for the so"c
shift S of Example 1.2. To calculate *, we must "nd all sets of the form I(y), where
y is a sychronizing word. From Example 1.2, we see that the symbols a; b; c; r; p; q
from a complete set of representatives of the predecessor sets of S. We calculate
that I(a)= {F(u);F(w)}, I(b)= {F(v);F(w)}, I(c)= {F(a)}; I(r)= {F(c);F(d)};
I(p)= {F(c)} and I(q)= {F(d)}, and so these are all the distinct sets of the form
I(y), y a synchronizing word. Therefore * consists of all non-empty subsets of these
sets. Note that the last two sets I(p) and I(q) are redundant for the de"nition of *,
as both are contained in I(r). Each state of the graph consists of a subset of * and
one can check that the conditions of De"nition 3.1 are satis"ed. In Section 4, we will
determine all follower graphs for this so"c shift.
Remark 3.3. Suppose that (G;) is a labelled graph on a subset of *; for which
condition (1) of De"nition 3.1 holds. It follows by induction on the length of w that
if there is a path in G labelled w beginning at Dk and ending at Di and if F(v)∈Dk;
then vw∈B(S) and F(vw)∈Di. Consequently; any path in G is labelled by a word in
B(S).
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that (G;) is a follower graph for S. For any synchronizing
word w; we have w∈P(Di) if and only if F(w)∈Di.
Proof. ⇒: Suppose that w∈P(Di). Then there exists a path in G ending at Di
labelled w. Suppose that the initial state of this path is Dk . If F(v)∈Dk , then by
Remark 3.3, it follows that vw∈B(S) and F(vw)∈Di. Since w is synchronizing, we
have F(vw)=F(w)∈Di.
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⇐: Conversely, suppose that F(w)∈Di. Since S is irreducible, we can choose a syn-
chronizing word v such that vw∈B(S). It follows that F(vw)∈Di. Write w=w1 : : : wn.
By De"nition 3.1(2), there is a unique edge Din−1
wn→Di such that F(vw1 : : : wn−1)∈Din−1 .
Proceeding inductively, we obtain a sequence of edges Di0
w1→Di1 w2→ · · ·Din−1 wn→Di in
G, labelled w, ending at Di. Therefore w∈P(Di).
The following lemma shows that De"nition 3.1(2) is equivalent to Proposition 2.4(3).
Lemma 3.5. Let (G;) be a follower graph for S. Then for each Di; we have
I(Di)=Di.
Proof. Let F(w)∈I(Di). Then there exists a synchronizing word v such that F(w)
=F(v) and v∈P(Di). It follows by Lemma 3.4 that F(v)∈Di, and so F(w)∈Di. To
show the reverse inclusion, if F(w)∈Di, then by Lemma 3.4, w∈P(i), so F(w)∈
I(Di).
Theorem 3.6. If (G;) is a follower graph for S; then it is a left-determining pre-
sentation of S which is predecessor separated.
Proof. It follows from Remark 3.3 that the image of  is contained in S. To see that
 is surjective, let u∈B(S). Choose a synchronizing word v such that F(v)∈Di, for
some Di ∈VG. Since S is irreducible, there is a word r such that urv∈B(S). Then
F(urv)=F(v), so F(urv)∈Di. By Lemma 3.4, urv∈P(i), so there is a path in G
labelled u. It then follows by the compactness of G that  is surjective, so (G;) is
a presentation of S.
To show that  is left-determining, we show that condition (3) of Proposition 2.4
holds. First, for any state Di ∈VF , there is a synchronizing word w such that F(w)∈Di.
By Lemma 3.4, w∈P(Di), so the hypothesis of Proposition 2.4 holds.
Proposition 2.4(3) then follows from Lemma 3.5 and De"nition 3.1(2), and so 
is left-determining.
To show that  is predecessor separated, suppose that P(Di)=P(Dj). If w is a
synchronizing word, then by Lemma 3.4, we have F(w)∈Di⇔w∈P(Di)⇔w∈P
(Dj)⇔F(w)∈Dj. So Di =Dj.
We next show that any irreducible left-determining presentation (A; -) which is pre-
decessor separated is isomorphic to a follower graph. Recall from the previous section
that the set I-(i) to be the collection of all follower sets F(w) such that w is synchro-
nizing and there exists v∈P-(i) such that F(w)=F(v). Since (A; -) is left-determining,
it follows from Proposition 2.4(2) that F(w)∈I-(i) if and only if w∈P-(i). Now, as-
suming only that (A; -) is an irreducible, left-determining presentation (not necessarily
predecessor separated), we show that the sets I-(i) are in *, for each i∈VA. Since
A is irreducible, there is a synchronizing word w∈P-(i), so I-(i) = ∅. Also, there is
a synchronizing word vi ∈F-(i). Let F(w)∈I-(i). Then w∈P-(i), and it follows that
wvi ∈B(S). Therefore F(w)∈I(vi). Consequently, I-(i)⊆I(vi) , and I-(i)∈*.
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Theorem 3.7. Let (A; -) be an irreducible left-determining presentation of a so&c
shift S. Then there is an irreducible follower graph (G;) for S; and a left-resolving
one-block code h :A → G; such that h= -. If - is predecessor separated; then h
is a graph isomorphism.
Proof. Let V= {I-(i): i∈VA}. We de"ne a labelled graph (G;) on V, in which
there is an edge f: I-(i)
a→I-(j) labelled a if and only if there is an edge e : i a→ j in
A. The map h which takes e→f is a homomorphism by de"nition, and clearly h = -.
To see that G is a follower graph, suppose that there is an edge I-(i)
a→I-(j), and
that F(w)∈I-(i). Then there is an edge i a→ j in A. De"nition 3.1(1) follows from
Lemma 2.3. De"nition 3.1(2) follows immediately from Proposition 2.4(3).
By the de"nition of h, the induced map on states is given by @h(i)=I(i). By
Corollary 2.5(2), @h(i)= @h(j) if and only if P(i)=P(j). It then follows by the
proof of [10, Proposition 1:2] that h is left-resolving. If - is predecessor separated,
then @h is one-to-one, and therefore h is a graph isomorphism.
Examples. (1) The right Fischer presentation (R; +) of a so"c shift is clearly left-
determining, since we can take D =R and  1 =  2 to be the identity. It follows from
Lemma 1.1 that for each state F(w) in VR, we have I+(F(w))= {F(w)}. Therefore
the map h in Theorem 3.7 is the identity, and the right Fischer presentation is itself a
follower graph.
(2) The left Fischer presentation (L; −) is left-determining, since it is left-resolving.
It is also predecessor separated, and therefore isomorphic to a follower graph G,
by Theorem 3.7. It can be veri"ed that I−(P(v))=I(v), for each synchronizing
word v, so the states of G are maximal subsets of *. The map h, which takes
P(v)→I−(P(v)), for each P(v)∈VL, is an isomorphism. There is an edge
I−(P(w))
a→ I−(P(v)) if and only if P(w)=P(av). By Theorem 3.7, this gives
a follower graph which is isomorphic to the left Fischer presentation.
We next examine the following question: given an irreducible so"c shift S and
V⊆*, under what conditions does there exist a follower graph for S on V? First, we
"x some notation. For a set Dj ∈*, and a∈AS , let P(Dj; a) denote the collection of
F(w) such that wa∈B(S) and F(wa)∈Dj. This may be the empty set. Observe that
De"nition 3.1(1) is equivalent to the statement that if Di
a→ Dj is an edge in G, then
Di⊆P(Dj; a). By de"nition of *, for each Dj ∈* there is a synchronizing word vj
such that Dj ⊆I(vj). It is easy to see that P(Dj; a)⊆I(avj)∈*, and therefore any
non-empty subset of P(Dj; a) is in *.
For any labelled graph G on VG ⊆*, let VG(Dj; a) denote the set of states Di ∈VG
such that there exists an edge Di
a→ Dj in G, and let EG(Dj; a) denote the set of
edges Di
a→ Dj in G. The following theorem characterizes follower graphs in terms of
partitions of P(Dj; a).
Theorem 3.8. Let S be an irreducible so&c shift and let (G;) be a labelled graph
on VG ⊆*. Then (G;) is a follower graph if and only if VG(Dj; a) is a partition
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of P(Dj; a); for each Dj ∈VG and a∈AS . Furthermore; for any V⊆*; there is a
one-to-one correspondence . between the set of follower graphs on V and the set of
all collections of partitions C= {/(Dj; a)⊆V: Dj ∈V; a∈AS}; such that /(Dj; a)
is a partition of P(Dj; a).
Proof. By the previous remarks, De"nition 3.1(1) is equivalent to the statement that
if Di ∈VG(Dj; a), then Di⊆P(Dj; a). De"nition 3.1(2) is equivalent to the statement
that if F(w)∈P(Dj; a), then there is a unique Di ∈VG(Dj; a) such that F(w)∈Di. (If
P(Dj; a) is the empty set, then VG(Dj; a) is trivially a partition.) This proves the "rst
statement.
To prove the second statement, for any follower graph (G;) on V, de"ne .(G) to
be C= {VG(Dj; a): Dj ∈V and a∈AS}. By the "rst statement, . is a map from the
set of follower graphs on V to the set of collections of partitions of the sets P(Dj; a)
by sets in V. Since G is determined by the sets VG(Dj; a), . is one-to-one. To see
that . is onto, given a collection of partitions C, we de"ne a follower graph (G;)
on V by VG(Dj; a)=/(Dj; a). Then by the "rst statement, (G;) is a follower graph
and clearly, .(G)=C. It follows that . is a one-to-one correspondence.
If V is a proper subset of *, then for some Dj; a, there may not be enough sets in V
to form a partition of P(Dj; a) by sets in V, in which case there is no follower graph
on V. But for the whole set *, any partition /(Dj; a) of P(Dj; a) satis"es /(Dj; a)⊆*,
since any non-empty subset of P(Dj; a) is in *. It follows that the number of follower
graphs on the whole of * is equal to the product, over Dj ∈V and a∈AS such that
P(Dj; a) = ∅, of the number of distinct partitions of P(Dj; a).
Theorem 3.8 gives a procedure for constructing all follower graphs on a given subset
V⊆*. Form the sets P(Dj; a), for each Dj ∈V and a∈AS . For each a∈AS and
P(Dj; a) = ∅, choose a partition of P(Dj; a) by sets in V, assuming one exists. If C
is the collection of partitions chosen, then by Theorem 3.8, C corresponds to a unique
follower graph G and all follower graphs on V can be constructed this way.
It will be shown in Proposition 3.9(2) that every follower graph for S is a subgraph
of a follower graph on the whole of *. Consequently, to construct all follower graphs
for S, it is suKcient to construct all follower graphs on *, and then search these for
all follower subgraphs.
As an example of Theorem 3.8, if we take V to be the collection of singleton fol-
lower sets, and for each {F(v)}∈V and a∈AS , we take the partition of P({F(v)}; a)
into singleton sets, we get the right Fischer presentation – see the examples following
Theorem 3.7. On the other hand, if we take V to be the collection of sets of the form
I(v), and the partition of P(I(v); a)=I(av) into a single set, we get the left Fischer
presentation.
We next examine subgraphs of follower graphs. By a subgraph of a labelled graph
(G;), we mean a subgraph H with a labelling which agrees with . An induced
subgraph of G is a subgraph H on VH ⊆VG such that every edge in G between two
states in VH is an edge in H .
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Proposition 3.9. (1) Let H be a subgraph of a follower graph G. Then H is a follower
graph if and only if H is an induced subgraph of G; and there are no edges in H
from a state in VG\VH to a state in VH .
(2) Let H be a follower graph on VH ⊆*. Then H can be extended to a follower
graph G on *; such that H is the subgraph of G induced on VH ; and futhermore
there are no edges in G from a state in *\VH to a state in VH .
Proof. (1) Suppose that H is a follower graph on VH . If Dj ∈VH and a∈AS ; then
by Theorem 3.8, VH (Dj; a) is a partition of P(Dj; a). Since G is a follower graph,
VG(Dj; a) is a partition of P(Dj; a). Clearly, VH (Dj; a)⊆VG(Dj; a). Since VH (Dj; a)
is partition, we must have VH (Dj; a)=VG(Dj; a), and therefore EH (Dj; a)=EG(Dj; a).
Consequently, any edge in G leading into Dj is an edge in H , and the conclusion
follows.
Conversely, suppose that H has the given property. Then for each Dj ∈VH and
a∈AS , we have VH (Dj; a)=VG(Dj; a). Since G is a follower graph, it follows that
VH (Dj; a) is a partition of P(Dj; a), and therefore H is a follower graph, by
Theorem 3.8.
(2) Suppose that H is a follower graph on a subset VH ⊂*. To extend H to a
follower graph on *, for each Dj ∈*\VH and a∈AS such that P(Dj; a) = ∅, choose a
partition /(Dj; a) of P(Dj; a), and assign edges according to the proof of Theorem 3.8.
The resulting graph G is a follower graph, by Theorem 3.8, which has the required
properties.
By Proposition 3.9(1), it is easy to "nd all follower subgraphs of a follower graph.
We can now give a procedure for constructing all irreducible, left-determining presen-
tations of a so"c shift S which are predecessor separated. Use Theorem 3.8 to construct
all follower graphs G on the whole of *. For each G, "nd the irreducible components
H , on subsets VH ⊆* for which there are no incoming edges from a state in *\VH .
Every irreducible, left-determining presentation of S which is predecessor separated is
isomorphic to some graph H , by Theorem 3.7 and Proposition 3.9(2).
4. Examples
In this section, we "nd all minimal, irreducible, left-determining presentations for the
so"c shift S of Example 1.2. By [10, Corollary 2:14, Proposition 1:2, Lemma 2:12],
every such cover is conjugate to an irreducible, left-determining cover which is pre-
decessor separated, so it suKces to "nd all of these. First, we need to prove a result
about minimal covers.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that - : G→ S is a &nite-to-one cover of a so&c shift S. If
( : G→G is a surjective code such that -(= -; then ( is a conjugacy.
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Proof. Suppose that ((x1)= ((x2), for some x1 = x2. Then -(x1)= -(x2), since -(= -.
Set -(x1)= z. Since - is "nite-to-one, we can suppose that #-−1(z)= n. Write -−1(z)
= {x1; x2; : : : ; xn}. Now, since ( is surjective, we have xi = ((yi) for some yi; 16i6n,
and clearly -(yi)= -((yi)= z. Since there are n distinct yi’s, they must equal the xi’s
in some order. So x1 =yi and x2 =yj, for some i; j. But then xi = ((yi)= ((yj)= xj,
since ((x1)= ((x2), and this contradicts the assumption that the xi are all distinct. It
follows ( is one-to-one, and is therefore a conjugacy.
Proposition 4.2. Suppose that (G; -) is a left-determining presentation of an irre-
ducible so&c shift S; and that - does not factor through any left-determining presen-
tation which is predecessor separated; other than itself (up to graph isomorphism).
Then (G; -) is minimal.
Proof. Suppose that there is a cover ) : H → S and a surjective code  : G→H
such that )= -. Then ) is left-lifting by [10, Remarks 2:7(iii)], and therefore factors
through a left-determining presentation  : B→ S which is predecessor separated, by
[10, Corollary 2:14, Proposition 1:2, Lemma 2:12]. So there exists a surjective code
3 : H →B such that 3= ), and therefore 3= -. It follows by assumption that
(G; -) is graph isomorphic to (B; ), so = -(, where ( is a graph isomorphism. Since
-(3= - and and - is "nite-to-one, it follows from Lemma 4.1 that (3 is a conjugacy.
Therefore  is a conjugacy, and so - is minimal.
In order to "nd all irreducible, left-determining covers, which are predecessor sepa-
rated, for the so"c shift S of Example 1.2, we will construct all irreducible follower
graphs for S, according to Theorem 3.8. It turns out that four of these are minimal
and pairwise not conjugate over S. By the results in [10], any so"c shift S ′ which is
conjugate to S must also have four minimal, irreducible, left-determining presentations,
up to conjugacy over S ′, which are pairwise conjugate to those for S.
We have seen in Example 3.2 that * consists of all non-empty subsets of the sets
I(a)= {F(u);F(w)}; I(b)= {F(v);F(w)}; I(c)= {F(a)} and I(r)= {F(c);F(d)}.
According to Theorem 3.8, every follower graph G on * corresponds to a collection
of partitions of P(Dj; s), for each Dj ∈* and s∈AS . For each such G, we will "nd
the irreducible components of G which are follower graphs (see the remarks following
Proposition 3.9). We can discard the stranded states of G, since they cannot appear in
an essential graph. By the proof Theorem 3.8, a state Di will be stranded if it does
not occur in any partition of P(Dj; a), for Dj ∈VG and a∈AS .
One can check that P({F(a)}; a)= {F(u);F(w)}; P({F(a)}; b)= {F(v);F(w)}, and
P(F(a); r)= {F(c);F(d)}. Each of these sets has two possible partitions. Furthermore,
all other non-empty sets of the form P(Dj; s) are singleton sets, which have just one
possible partition. By the remarks following Theorem 3.8, there are 23 = 8 follower
graphs on *. The only state for which there are diNerent possible choices of incoming
edges is {F(a)}, the choices being for edges labelled a; b or r. All other edges in the
graph are forced. Let us label the possible choices of partitions for the three doubleton
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sets by (ai; bi; ri); i∈{1; 2}, where a1 denotes the partition of P({F(a)}; a) into sin-
gleton sets, {{F(u)}; {F(w)}}, and a2 denotes the partition into one set, {F(u);F(w)},
and bi; ri are de"ned similarly.
We consider the possibilities. If we choose (a1; b1; r1), then we can discard all the
doubleton sets in *, which are stranded, since they appear in none of the partitions.
The resulting graph is irreducible, and is the right Fischer presentation of S, as in
Example 1.2. If we choose (a2; b2; r2), and discard the stranded states {F(u)}; {F(v)}
and {F(w)}, we obtain the left Fischer presentation, (L; −), whose graph is given in
Fig. 3. (Note that {F(c)} and {F(d)} are not stranded, since they are in the singleton
partitions of P({F(a)}; p) and P({F(a)}; q), respectively.)
If we choose (a2; b2; r1), and discard the stranded states {F(u)}; {F(v)}; {F(w)}
and {F(c);F(d)}, we obtain the graph in Example 3.2.
If we choose (a1; b1; r2), and discard {F(u);F(w)} and {F(v);F(w)}, we obtain the
graph in Fig. 4.
If we choose either of the two graphs corresponding to (a1; b2; ri), i=1; 2, then
{F(u)} and {F(w)} have two outgoing edges, a loop labelled e and an edge to {F(a)}
labelled a. It is easy to check that that these two states have the same follower sets,
and that the identi"cation of these states gives a homomorphism from the graph onto
a graph of the form (a2; b2; ri), which is not a conjugacy (see [9, Lemma 3:3:8]). So
in either of these cases the presentation is not minimal.
Similarly, if we choose (a2; b1; ri); i=1; 2, then {F(v)} and {F(w)} have the same
follower sets, so the presentation is not minimal. We leave it to the reader to draw
the four irreducible graphs which are not minimal. This leaves the four graphs in
Examples 1.2, 3.2, and Figs. 3 and 4, as the only candidates for minimal, irreducible,
left-determining presentations of S. They are clearly irreducible. We will show they
are minimal and pairwise non-conjugate.
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By [1, Proposition 5], (R; +) (Example 1.2) and (L; −) (Fig. 3) are minimal.
Let us denote the presentation de"ned by the graph in Example 3.2 by (G1; 1),
and the presentation de"ned in Fig. 4 by (G2; 2). To show that 2 is minimal, by
Proposition 4.2 it suKces to show that 2 does not factor through −; + or 1. For
any presentation (G; ), let G() denote the set of points in S which have exactly one
pre-image under . It is clear that if a cover - factors through , then G(-)⊆G().
We show that G(2) is not contained in G(−), G(−) or G(1). By inspection, any
point in S of the form Depw De is in G(2). (where De represents the symbol e repeated
in"nitely). But such a point has two preimages under − or 1, and is therefore not
in G(−) or G(1). Also, any point of the form Deru De is in G(2) but not in G(+).
This proves that 2 is minimal, and not conjugate to −; + or 1.
A similar argument shows that 1 is minimal. Alternatively, one can compute that
the characteristic polynomial for the transition matrix of G1 is (x2 − x − 8)(x − 1)3,
while the characteristic polynomial for L or R is (x2 − x− 8)(x− 1)4, and for G2 it is
(x2− x− 8)(x− 1)5. It follows from [7, Corollary 4:2:9] that 1 cannot factor through
−; + or 2.
In this example, all minimal left-determining presentations of S are actually right
determining, and have degree one. Consequently, every minimal left-lifting presentation
of S is right lifting. It follows by [10, Theorem 3:2] that each of these presentations
is actually a lower factor of an irreducible component of the "ber product of − and
+. However, there are examples of so"c shifts with minimal left-lifting covers which
are not right lifting [3].
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